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In view of the flaming anti- 
Greek system condemnations 
that have been appearing in re- 

cent letters pages, I feel it is 
time that I reveal an incident 
that happened to me not long 
ago 

Like Margret Thompson. 1 too 
was riding my bike alongside a 

friend and the same kind of har- 
rowing bike accident happened 
with us. 

Mangled and in great pain, 
we were helpless to drag 
ourselves from the massive pool 
of blood created from our 

wounds. Desparately, we cried 
out for help. 

Nearby were several college 
students sitting on the grass in 

front of Condon Hall reading 
comic books. 

Believing us to be "nefarious 
perpetrators of evil" because of 
the bright, multi-colored tie-dye 
shirts we wore (they assumed us 

to be in costume) and finally at 

their mercy, these students 
began to assail us relentlessly 
with over-used cliches and 
blows of force that were sure to 

send us to the netherworld. My 
friend and I were doomed. 

Then, miraculously, a mask- 
ed man with three Greek sym- 
bols on his chest came to our 

rescue, fearlessly wading into 
the battle he dispersed our rabid 
assailants with superhuman 
ease, and just as suddenly as he 
had appeared he was gone. 

To this day we don't know 
who this lone ATO avenger 
was. but always he'll he a hero 
to my friend and I 

As for our blood-thirsty comic 
book heroes, they should lie 
quartered and drawn and then 
dipped into hot oil inch by 
inch They are the source of all 
evil and need to be driven from 
the sanctity of our campus. 
They probably play Dungeons 
and Dragons as well 

|efT Gentile 
Senior 

Disagreement 
1 disagree with your opinion 

lamenting the amount of media 
coverage given the story of the 

little Texas Kiri. lessica Mc- 
Clure. who was trapped in .1 

well. 
So much is written and broad- 

cast every day in every media 
about the Persian Gulf and the 
Contras (that Reagan-supported 
bunch of drug smuggling thugs 
Why give them any coverage at 

all?), that it was refreshing to 

me to see the media report on 

what is really Important the 
life of a little girl 

We have become so desen- 
sitized to war and killing 
because that is such a majority 
of what the newspaper prints, 
we hardly read it anymore 
We’re so desensitized to it that 
we let it go on because it is a 

normal part of our lives less 
i m port a nt to us than 

Doonesburv or Dear Abbv. 
Mow refreshing to see we can 

still cart? about the fate of a little 
girl who fell down a well. 
Thank heavens we are not total- 
ly desensitized to ear h other 
yet 

I guess my values and my 
priorties are very different from 

yours. The fate of a little girl 
trapped in a well touches my 
heart and my sensibilities and 
my life and my interest much 
more than Ronnie's war game 
and playground strategy of in- 
ternational diplomacy ever 

could. Hut then, maybe you'll 
sell more advertising spac e than 
I ever will 

Norma Sax 
l abor hducation and Research 
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"WE’RE GETTING UP A POOL— WHAT 
MONTH POVOU THINK HPU HAVE HIS 

NEWS CONFERENCE IN 1568?” 

WJiite House 
Press 

By GARY LARSON 
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The bribe of Frankenstein 
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ACT NOW! 
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• Politics 
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RESUMES 
Give youi resume a professional loo* by 
having it typeset at the Oregon Daily 
Emerald s tatter Perfect Ortphict located 
in Suite 300 EMU. ot call 686 55tI 

ADVERTISE 
RIGHT NEXT TO 
The FAR SIDE, 

DAILY! 
38,750 Readers will see 

your business! 
Call 686-3712 
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